
 

 

 
THIRUVANANTHAPURAM  

EDUCATIONAL DISTRICT 
EWX 5                  Standard X 

ENGLISH 
 

I. Read the memoir ‘Project Tiger’ and find out the words whose 

meanings are given with some clues. 

1. To cover - A five letter word beginning with ‘d’ and rhymes with 

the name of a fruit.  

2. Strong and Healthy - A six letter word beginning with ‘r’ and have 

similarity with the name of a banana.  

3. To be sent away to the forest - A six letter word beginning with ‘b’ 

and rhymes with the people of Spain.  

4. To make an angry expression by bringing the eye brows closer - A 

five letter word beginning with ‘f’ and rhymes with a colour.  

5. Confused - A six letter word beginning with ‘p’ and rhymes with a 

body tissue.  

 

1. ___________________________________ 

2. ___________________________________ 

3. ___________________________________ 

4. ___________________________________ 

5. ___________________________________ 

 



 

 

II. Mr Thorat was too anxious to know whether the second shooting 

was perfect or not. He called Ray. Complete the conversation 

between them. 

Thorat: Hello Sir. I’m Mr Thorat. How do you do?  

Ray: I am _______(a)_________.  

Thorat: How was _______(b)________?  

Ray: It was a great success this time.  

Thorat: I was really tensed.  

Ray: It was you _______(c)_________. 

Thorat:  That's a part of my duty as a trainer to help you.  

Ray: I express my sincere gratitude to you.  

Thorat: _______(d)_________.     

        

III. Identify the doers of the following actions. Who were they? 
 

1. Ordered South Indian coffee.  

2. Tied a wire round the tiger’s neck.  

3. Perched quietly in a row.  

4. Acted more impressive.  

5. Wandered in the forest. 

6. Crowded to watch the shooting. 

1. __________________  2. __________________ 

3. __________________  4. __________________ 

5. __________________  6. __________________ 



 

 

IV. Fill in the blanks with phrasal verbs given in brackets below. 

No one can beat (a) Hollywood in making films with animals. When he 

reached the studio the shooting had not yet started (b). The stars 

themselves arrive (c) only when the lights are ready and it's time to take 

a shot. A little dwarf appeared (d) from nowhere with a man following 

a dog skin. 

(show up, turn up, turned down, set in, put down) 

 

V. The tiger brought for the film shooting escaped from the site. An 

announcement was made to make the public aware of the danger. 

Some parts of the announcement are missing. Complete it with the 

words given in the brackets below. 

Announcement 

Attention to all,  

A tiger from the ____(a)_____,which was brought here for a film 

shooting has ____(b)_____ from the shooting location this ____(c)_____. 

Though it is a ____(d)_____ one and well tamed, the ____(e)_____ 

animal can any time be wild and ____(f)_____. All the villagers should 

be ____(g)_____ and beware of the possible ____(h)_____. 

If anybody happens to see the tiger, please ____(i)_____ the police or the 

forest department ____(j)_____. 

Thank You.  

(trained, ferocious, inform, escaped, threat, immediately,                  

morning, vigilant, Bharat Circus, dangerous) 

 



 

 

VI. Read the following conversation and choose the suitable 

answers from those given below.  

 

1. Satyajit Ray asked Thorat _________________________________. 

a. if he think it is going to be easy to set the animal free in the bamboo 

grove. 

b. if he thought it was going to be easy to set the animal free in the 

bamboo grove. 

c. if he thinks it was going to be easy to set the animal free in the 

bamboo grove. 

2. Thorat replied _________________________________. 

a. that he has never let him out of his cage on his own. 

b. that I have never let him out of his cage on his own. 

c. that he had never let him out of his cage on his own. 

 



 

 

VII. Match the sentences in the A column with the correct sentence 

pattern in the B column. 

A                      B 

1. Alfred Hitchcock wanted ravens.           S+V+ A 

2. Mr Thorat was a well-built man.           S+ V+ O 

3. Ray visited the Bharat Circus. S+ V+ O+ A 

4. The manager put the tiger in the cage.           S+ V+C 

 

VIII. You are planning to write an article on animals and their trainers 

for your school magazine. So, you decided to interview an animal 

trainer. Prepare five questions you would like to ask him. 

[Rearrange the jumbled sentences to frame the correct questions. 

Use appropriate punctuations too.] 

1. have/in dealing/of experience/years/with animals/do you/how 

many  

2. wild animals/do you face/while training/what challenges  

3. to become/why did/an animal trainer/you choose  

4. ever trained/ the most/you have/ is/interesting animal/ which 

 5. good/wildlife sanctuaries/ think/do you/for animals/are 


